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RVAS July Meeting Report

Celebrating Achievements and
Congratulating a Longtime Friend
By Michael Martin, RVAS Secretary
The July meeting of RVAS opened with 26 members in attendance and President Dwight Holland
welcoming guests Gina Keller and Abigail Atkins.
Dwight then turned the floor over to RVAS
Treasurer Larry Hill for a financial report. Dwight
asked Larry and those in attendance their thoughts
on changing our current filing deadlines for due
collection since our club due date runs very close to
when national dues are collected by the AL. Further discussion on this topic was tabled for the
executive committee to deal with at a later date.
RVAS Member at Large Ray Bradley provided
the club with an overview of outreach events that
had taken place in June and a preview of events in
July including an “Intro to Amateur Astronomy”
event at Smith Mountain Lake State Park where he
will introduce people to the basics of our hobby and
hold an observing session. He and several other
members also plan to host an outreach event at the
Science Museum of Western Virginia’s Space Camp
where they will offer hands-on experiences with
binoculars, telescopes and astronomy games. Ray

Event Coordinator Rand Bowden (standing at left) and
Ray Bradley (seated) share thoughts on the content of a
photo of the RVAS Astronomy Day display.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta

also updated club members on our new resource
library consisting of books and DVD’s, a listing of
the content of which and instructions for interested members are currently available on our RVAS
website.
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people to take personal pictures of objects during a
viewing session.

(Meeting Continued from page 1)

To celebrate these awards, a delicious carrot cake
saying “Congratulations RVAS” was served. While
club members enjoyed the cake, Rand Bowden
walked people through a slide show detailing the
activities set up during Astronomy Day. A round of
applause was made for those involved in helping our
club receive these awards.

On behalf of the RVAS, Immediate Past President Dan
Chrisman (center) accepts our Astronomy Day awards
from Astronomical League President John Goss (right).

After some time to finish cake and socialize, Bert
Herald updated the club on his impressive achievements in the field of astrophotography. “Bert’s AP
Adventures” took us through three recent objects,

Photo by Carolyn Chrisman

Dwight mentioned attending a Scouts Summer
Camp in Dublin, VA, in June. They had requested
and were very appreciative of the outreach program he provided on basic planetary science.
Dwight praised our club for its outreach efforts
and brought to our attention some national awards
the RVAS has recently received. For the April 20
Craig County Public Library outreach and the April
21 Earth Day outreach in Grandin Village, RVAS
earned the Astronomical League 2018 Astronomy
Day award for “Best Event in a Medium Metropolitan Area”. RVAS also earned the Astronomical
League 2018 Astronomy Day award for “Best New
Idea”. for our use of a cell phone adapter allowing

Bert Herald describes the results of some of his recent
astrophotography sessions, including this image of the
North America Nebula.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta
(Meeting Continued on page 3)

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational
and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page
of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site.
Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes,
etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.
Officers/Executive Committee/Editor/Webmaster
Dwight Holland, President (president@rvasclub.org )
John Wenskovitch, Vice President (vicepresident@rvasclub.org)
Michael Martin, Secretary (secretary@rvasclub.org)
Larry Hill, Treasurer (treasurer@rvasclub.org)
Ray Bradley, Member at Large (memberatlarge@rvasclub.org)
Dan Chrisman, Immediate Past President (immediatepastpresident@rvasclub.org)
Michael Good, Past President (pastpresident@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, RVAS Newsletter Editor (editor@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, Webmaster (webmaster@rvasclub.org)
RVAS web page: http://rvasclub.org
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the first of which was the North American Nebula.
This gorgeous image was taken near Mount Rogers,
Va and is composed of 30 stacked images with 60
second subs. Next up was the Rho Ophiuchi Cloud
Complex. Taken with a 50mm Pentax lens at F4, this
image was composed of 18 stacked images with 60
second subs. Bert said that it takes him about 3
hours of post processing time on each picture. He
ended his presentation with the “Pillars of Creation” in the Eagle Nebula. Bert spoke of how these
pillars released to the public as a Hubble image in
the 1990’s was an inspiration for his interests in
astronomy and drive for astrophotography.
“What’s Up” presented by Frank Baratta covered
some nice sights of the night sky for the month of
August. With earlier and earlier sunset times now
through early December, the night sky will become
more accessible for longer stretches each day.
Some nice targets for August are Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, which will be visible at
various times of the month. Also, be sure not to
miss the Perseid Meteor shower August 12-13. For
more details, see the “What’s Up Highlights” in this
issue.
Following the What’s Up, Dwight asked Frank to
remain up front and presented him with a special
“President’s Award” plaque to acknowledge his decades of leadership and dedication to the RVAS.
Dwight highlighted his efforts, including, for example, being Society President three times, nearly

RVAS President Dwight Holland (left) presents Frank
Baratta with a "President's Award" plaque for his many
years of dedicated service to the Society.
Photo by Michael Martin

three decades conducting monthly public observing
programs, ten years as our Newsletter editor, longterm membership on the RVAS Executive Committee, and earning the Astronomical League’s Messier
and Herschel 400 Observing Programs awards.
Frank thanked his wife Carolyn who has been a key
to supporting him, and the RVAS club all of these
years. For these and his many other achievements,
Frank received a loud ovation.
With no further business, the meeting was called
to a close.

Get Connected!
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members? Join the RVAS Yahoo Group! Share last-minute
observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it. You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email address. Click the link below. Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name
since the group is only for members and those invited. You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the moderator.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651). We’ll have you connected in no time!
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FROM THE FRONT SEAT
I continue to be amazed at the performance of this organization's volunteers and outreach. Throughout this
issue you will find examples of RVAS doing this, being innovative, and even being recognized for this aspect
of our outreach nationally! Our erstwhile Newsletter Editor and Webmaster Dave Thomas earned the 3rd
place Mabel Stern Award from the Astronomical League, and he also continues to serve as our Webmaster. He will be honored on Monday night for his years of service to our organization in these roles.
John Goss has had another stellar year as the leader of the Astronomical League, and we honor his continued
service and time for the greater good of our community!
Our Annual Picnic is on October 6th, and it will be most likely at Seven Doors Winery in Huddleston, VA (nice
skies out there with good viewing area, and indoor area for backup programming in case of weather), or Claytor Nature Study Center in Bedford (where we have gone before on occasion). Drop me a note at
dwightholl@aol.com, or text me if you have a preference. I think it would be fun to have an annual picnic that
also serves as an outreach and marketing and branding tool for us. After all we are not gaining in members
(see graph below), and our average member demographically is at an age that if we don't start planning for
the future, there won't be much of one in 5+ years numbers-wise. So, I believe we need to start thinking creatively, thoughtfully, and maybe a bit out-of-the-box.

Chart depicting RVAS membership from 1983 to 2016

RVAS President Dwight Holland at
the Dublin June 2018 Scout Camp

I will ask the Executive Committee on Monday at our meeting if we can have guests (not just family), but
friends come by invitation to the Annual picnic. If you have an opinion on that, let us know by text or email as
well. If we can pull it together, there will be some music there as well. We will cross that bridge after the
(Front Seat Continued on page 7)
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venue is settled.
I look forward to seeing everyone on Monday night-- and hopefully our PhD Candidate and VP John will have
returned from his California adventures given his long cross-country drive back home.
This is a reminder that your Executive Committee is meeting at 5:30 PM to discuss the Fall and early winter
activities. So, give us your feedback if you have any before that so we can discuss.
Ad Astra!
Dwight
Dwight Holland, MD, PhD

Welcome Mat
The Society bids a warm and cordial welcome to John Sheffey, of Salem, who joined at the June meeting
with a Family membership, which includes his wife, Maria, their son, John Robert (“J.R.”), and daughters, Sue
Anne and Caroline. John, who’s originally from Abingdon and a VCU grad, is a Licensed Professional and Rehabilitation Counselor. For the past twelve years he’s applied those skills providing Employee Assistance Program services for health insurer Humana, Inc. Maria, who’s from Puerto Rico, has a Masters of Divinity and is
currently training other pastors as part of the inaugural Bible College of the Church of God of Virginia. Previously living in Texas, the Sheffeys moved back to the Roanoke area in 2014 and since 2016 have been living in
Salem. John notes that he’s had an interest in astronomy since his childhood. About five years ago he bought
an 8” Orion Dobsonian, but this spring moved up to a 10” Meade LXD55 Go-To. He enjoys viewing the planets
from home, but has relished darker skies on Reddish Knob, near the Virginia/West Virginia border. As it happens, they’re neighbors of members Karen and Nathanael Moses, who told the Sheffeys all about the RVAS.
John attended the last three meetings, accompanied by J.R. in May and June, and is already volunteering for
outreach events.
John, we’re glad to have you and the family as members, and hope to see everyone at meetings and activities.
It’s good to hear that you’ve started the Messier Program. You’ll find camaraderie in the RVAS and no shortage of members who want to hear about your experiences—not least, your visit to Arecibo—and share their
own.
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RVAS Outreach

Earning a Gold Seal with the Roanoke
County Summer Reading Program
By Dan Chrisman

Venus is in the sky,

and posted the events on the libraries’ Facebook

Jupiter is twice as high.

marketing exposure to approximately two thousand

Take a look,

dren and adults (mostly children younger than age

page (thank you, Sarah). Our partnership gave us
SRP-registered youth. One hundred fifty-four chiltwelve!) participated in our four events. Accepting
our club’s Astronomical League’s Astronomy Day

then read a book,

award at 2018 ALCON, I shared that this partner-

an Outreach Rainbow!

ship probably increased our library outreach attendance threefold!
Each event was special as highlighted below:

Isaac Newton stated that rainbows comprise seven
main colors. Our June 2018 outreach comprised a
quintet of planets in the night sky and a quartet of
astronomy events at the Roanoke County libraries.
At the invitation of Sarah Rodgers (Roanoke County Library System’s Children's Divisional Librarian),

Glenvar Branch (Tuesday, June 19): Joined by Sarah Rodgers and Emily Wingo, Children's Senior
Library Assistant for the two-hour event, we were
delighted (and a bit surprised) as the room filled
with thirty-six people. The PowerPoint Presentation
was very similar to our May 2017 Explore Park

Ray Bradley and I led a presentation and an outdoor library telescope tutorial with our hosts at
the Glenvar, South County, Vinton and Hollins facilities. On summer break from her Radford University Biology/Anthropology double-major course load,
Sierra Bradley volunteered with us for three
events.
During multiple summers in my youth, I earned a
Gold Seal certificate from the Raleigh Court
Branch Library for reading thirty books. Considered “the most wonderful time of the year in the
world of libraries”, Roanoke County’s 2018 Summer
Reading Program (SRP) rewards a youths’ reading
appetite with bean bag animals, drawstring back-

"Have a Scope? Bring it with you.”: Sierra & Ray Bradley
perform triage on a library patron's 6" reflector at the
Glenvar Branch Library.

packs, ear buds and more books!

Photo by Sarah Rodgers.

RVAS benefitted greatly from our partnership
with the SRP. The SRP distributed to each registered youth a calendar which included our events
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event, having added a radiant meteor shower animation. Encountering a drizzle, we set up the library telescope under the entrance’s awning, enjoyed Jupiter for forty-five seconds and otherwise
focused on Poor Mountain’s communication towers.
Noting Art Linkletter’s ‘Kids Say the Darndest
Things’, a youth taught us that “The parents of me-

All hands demonstrate a binocular’s field of view at the
Hollins Branch Library.

teors are asteroids". RVAS member Mary Crouch

Photo by Kit Hodges.

attended and credited the event reminder from
the RVAS Facebook page (thanks again to Mark
Hodges for administrating that social media facet).
Vinton Branch (Thursday, June 21): Joined by Sa-

on the second-floor patio with two library telescopes focused upon the Mill Mountain Star.

rah Rodgers for the hour event, twenty people en-

South County Library (Monday, June 25): Joined by

joyed Ray’s presentation, significantly rewritten

Sarah Rodgers and Kit Hodges, Young Adult Senior

for a younger audience. One enhancement was a

Library Assistant for the two-hour event, sixty-

wonderful two-minute NASA Lunar Reconnaissance

four people enjoyed Ray’s presentation that now

Orbiter video. Clouds and an intermittent drizzle

included the seasonal and circumpolar lists of con-

kept the library patrons underneath the overhang

stellations and an animation of the Earth passing
through a comet’s trail to form meteor showers.
Ray also rebalanced his format for more discussion
with the younger attendees.. The conference room
shared a glass wall with the library’s busy hallway
and Ray’s presentation attracted about twenty library patrons midstream. “Third Time’s the Charm”
did not hold true as we observed Jupiter in a sucker hole for 150 seconds and otherwise viewed the
hilltop Chateau Mont in Hunting Hills. During the
outdoor session, a mother, dropping off books at
the drive-through, exited her car to ask “Ooh, I
forgot about this tonight. You will be back next
Monday too?”
Hollins Branch (Thursday, June 28): Joined by Kit
Hodges and Jarod Weaver, Young Adult Library
Assistant for the two-hour event, twenty-nine people (including one first grader in an astronaut costume) enjoyed Ray’s enhanced presentation. We
were rewarded with mostly clear skies for observ-

From the Vinton Branch Library's second floor patio, a
cloudy sky yielded only one star in the binocular view:
The Mill Mountain Star.

ing Venus and Jupiter (three visible moons), Vega
and Regulus. Ray mounted the cellphone adaptor on
a library telescope and patrons photographed

Photo by Dan Chrisman.
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Jupiter. Ray was reprising his activities from the

(Reading Continued from page 9)

Astronomy Day (Friday Evening) Craig County Public
Library outreach (for which RVAS won the Astronomical League’s Astronomy Day “Best New Idea”
award). We enjoyed Genevieve and John Goss
stopping by on their way home from a Salem Red
Sox game.
At each event, the attendees encouraged us to
host more events; therefore, Sarah and Ray are
scheduling more events in October and November.
We encourage Club members to join our fun.
[I acknowledge my appreciation to the following:
With a Venus observer to his right, Dan Chrisman encourages a trio of Jupiter observers at the Hollins
Branch Library.
Photo by John Goss.

Levar Burton and the PBS Kids and the “Reading
Rainbow” creators.
Jen Whitcomb, Children’s Library Assistant, for
the resource materials concerning the Summer
Reading Program.]

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters
and Other Club Emails?
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed
to members. If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS
Message Line at 540-774-5651. Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails.
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RVAS Outreach

RVAS Does STEM at
Local Elementary Schools
By Ray Bradley
What better way is there to spend an evening than
with a bunch of young people who are enthusiastically curious about, well, everything? Elementary
schools provide the perfect opportunity to do just
that. For the past several years, schools around
the region have invited local businesses and organizations with a background in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) to participate in an evening program designed specifically to
give students an opportunity to explore applications
of the STEM subjects taught in their classes.
RVAS received STEM Night invitations for March
from two schools: West Salem Elementary School
(a perennial favorite) and Mason’s Cove Elementary
School (a first-time host). Answering the call to
promote astronomy to this youthful audience were
RVAS members – Dan Chrisman, Keith Wimmer,
Rand Bowden, Darien Bradley, and Ray Bradley.
The first of these STEM Nights was hosted on 20
March by Masons Cove Elementary School in Salem
and was the inaugural event for this 7-year-old
school. Matthew (Matt) Johnson became the
school’s principal in 2016 after serving for five
years as the assistant principal at Mountain View
Elementary School in Roanoke where he coordinated that school’s 2015 STEM Night event. RVAS
was in good company at this 6:30pm-8pm event with
participation from nine other organizations: VT Department of Chemistry, VT Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Mill Mountain Zoo,
Western Virginia Water Authority, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Burton Center for Arts and Technology (Computer Information Technology and the
Center for Engineering), Novozymes, and the Roanoke County Fire and Rescue Department. Over one
hundred and twenty students, parents and teachers participated.

The second STEM Night was held the following
week (27 March) at West Salem Elementary
School. The school has conducted annual STEM
nights with RVAS participation since 2014. Each
year the event gains in popularity with more contributing organizations and greater student attendance. The STEM Night coordinator, Jessica
Creasy, estimated that between 350-400 people
attended this year’s 5:30pm-7:30pm PTA event.
Not everyone had time to visit our booth even
though RVAS members were engaging visitors before setup was completed and well after our activities were packed up and hauled out to our vehicles.

At both STEM Nights, the RVAS planetary scales
were used to attract curious minds. Our newest
outreach volunteer, Keith Wimmer, ran this activity at Masons Cove ES while Darien Bradley did so
for his first time at West Salem ES. The skies
during both events didn’t permit observing as
planned. Instead, Dan grabbed the students’ at-
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tention with binoculars, then redirected it to our
backup Orion Star Blast telescope to promote the
Library Telescope program.

At Masons Cove ES, Ray ran the club’s Planetary
Board Game and then attempted to run both it and
the Moon Phase activity at West Salem ES.

Having brought his Orion 10” reflecting Dobsonian,
his Celestron 8” Nextstar Schmidt-Cassegrain and
the club’s Chittenden-donated Celestron 4” refractor, Rand treated attendees at West Salem ES to a
hands-on lesson for this telescopic trio. And, at
both events, we all
were treated to
dinner with pizza
at Masons Cove ES
and an assortment
of foods at West
Salem ES. Of
course, all participates also earned
time toward their
next Astronomical
League Outreach
Award. However,
no award compares
to the reward received from each
smiling face that
went away with the expression “That was cool!”.

Use Our Message Line!
Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re
planning to do so? Have questions about the club or need its assistance? Call the RVAS Message Line,
540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available.
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Member Observation
By Michael Good
Here are some of my summer photos. I will be speaking on planetary photography at the September RVAS
meeting.
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Member Observation

Below is a photo of a portion of the Sagittarius constellation, just above the Teapot asterism. I made the
photo on July 9,2018. The photo shows several Messier objects located in that area of the sky.
I used a Canon T6 with a 24 mm lens and a light pollution filter. The exposure time was three minutes at
ISO 1600 at f/4.5. Processing by Corel Paint Shop Pro and Serif PhotoPlus X5.

Photo by Dave Thomas
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RVAS from the Past
By Bill Dillon

RVAS 10 Years Ago
2008 was a fairly significant year for Space activities with the first flyby of Mercury by a spacecraft since 1975, the discovery of water ice on
Mars by the Phoenix spacecraft, which landed in
May, the first Chinese spacewalk in September, and

advantage of new moon skies on August 1st and 2nd
to use their scopes in dark-sky conditions to potentially view the “blue beauty” of 8th magnitude Neptune, “accessible to even modest telescopes”. Per-

the launch of the first Indian Lunar probe in Octo-

haps a first-time discovery for many.

ber, but for the month of August 2008, not so

In the same August Newsletter, David Thomas de-

much. However, two explorers of note did begin

scribes his trip with his 13-year-old grandson to

their missions in the month of August. In August of

the Star Quest V event at the NRAO facility in

1978, the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe-2 was

Green Bank, WVA. David explained that cloudy

launched, successfully deploying four separate

night skies prevented visual observation, but lec-

probes in December of that year to study the at-

tures on topics such as “Listening to Storms on Ju-

mosphere of the second planet from the Sun. And

piter”, hands-on daytime radio “observing” at the

in August of 1492, Columbus “launched” his

40-foot radio dish of elliptical galaxy M87 in Virgo,

“multiprobe”, a three-ship fleet, searching for a

and tours of the NRAO facilities including the 100-

new and shorter route to the spice-rich Orient.

meter Robert C. Byrd radio telescope more than

What do these two August events have in common

made up for the disappointment of cloudy night

with RVAS in August 2008? Not much we might

skies. All-in-all a successful trip, and a grandson

say, unless we consider the observation and re-

“with a renewed interest in Astronomy”.

search activities of RVAS members to be explora-

RVAS 25 Years Ago

tions of a sort. Every time a member sets up his or
her scope for a night’s observations there is a good

In August 1993, after about eleven months of in-

chance of discovering something new, at least for

terplanetary cruise time and just three days prior

the observer. And don’t we learn something new

to orbital insertion, the Mars Observer spacecraft

almost every time we open an old book by Whipple,

abruptly ceased communicating with NASA.

Jeans, Shapley or Moore, or peruse the pages of
the latest edition of Astronomy or Sky and Tele-

scope?

Closer to home, RVAS meteor watchers were optimistically awaiting the annual Perseid shower. Encouraged by the recent passage of parent comet

The amateur astronomers of RVAS are explorers in

Swift-Tuttle through the inner solar system, the

every sense of the word. In an August 2008 Newsletter article by Clark Thomas, members are encouraged to take
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In addition to the picnic there was a business

(Past Continued from page 15)

meeting planned for August with a guest speaker,
1993 Perseid meteor shower, expected to peak on
th

Club member Peter Cleveland, a member of the

the night of August 11 , “could be the best of a

American Association of Variable Star Observers

lifetime”.

(AAVSO). Peter’s topic would be discussing basic

Another major event on the minds of Club members
was the August 14th annual RVAS picnic and star

techniques of variable star observing while sharing
examples of variable star light curves.

party. That year the event was to be held at the

As of the publishing of the August 1993 Newslet-

Franklin County Recreational Park, just south of

ter, plans were in the works for a long-awaited

Rocky Mount. It was anticipated that the Perseid

September 18th return to Virginia Tech’s Miles

meteor shower would still be producing upwards of

Horton Research Center and Martin Observatory at

20-30 meteors per hour the night of the picnic, so

Mountain Lake.

attendees were encouraged to bring their telescopes for planetary and deep sky observing and a
comfortable lounge chair for meteor shower view-

And finally, new members Teri Spraker and Michael
Mroz were warmly welcomed to the Society.

ing.

You know you are an amateur astronomer…
When you first see a painting – whether it is by a well-known artist, by an unknown, or by someone inbetween, that depicts a night scene complete with stars, you immediately check to see if the stars are in
recognizable constellations. If not, you deem the painting less . If a meteor is shown, you suspect the work
even more.

By John Goss
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Monthly Calendar

MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, August 20th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church,
Downtown Roanoke. This month, John Goss, Dan Chrisman, Ray Bradley and Frank Baratta team up to present a bevy of activities for our meeting. John and Dan will offer photos and commentary on the 2018 Astronomical League convention, ALCon. Ray will show and lead group discussions on two NASA Hubblecasts,
one exploring M57, the Ring Nebula, the other exploring globular clusters. Meanwhile, Frank will deliver our
What’s Up for September. We’ll also have time for observing and outreach reports, Society business items
and more. Mark your calendar for the 20th and plan to join us for an interesting and fun gathering!
RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites. Cahas Knob
Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is our traditional location and most often frequented.
For updates on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call
the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates.
-- Friday and Saturday, August 3rd and 4th. Sunset is at 8:25 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 10:06
p.m. The Moon rises at 12:21 and 12:56 a.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, August 10th and 11th. Sunset is at 8:18 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 9:55
p.m. The Moon sets at 7:57 and 8:44 p.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, August 31st and September 1st. Sunset is at 7:50 p.m. Astronomical twilight
ends at 9:20 p.m. The Moon sets at 10:57 and 11:34 p.m., respectively.
-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: Sept. 7th and 8th.
ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, August 4 th, 9:15 p.m., Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway. Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at
540-853-2236. Members can call 540-774-5651 for information. (Next session: September 1st, 8:30 p.m.,
Cahas Knob Overlook.)

Astro-Quiz
Once thought to be as far as 1,200 light-years (ly) from Earth, which would have made it one of the most
luminous supergiants, the Hipparcos space telescope established this star as only about 310 ly away. Still the
brightest within this radius, this star graces a South American flag. Name the star.
Answer: In 1965, science fiction fans and other readers became absorbed by a futuristic society that was an
amalgam of feudalism and advanced technology, and quite unlike any other previously created. Consistently
ranked among the most highly regarded within and beyond the genre for its exploration of ecological, sociopsychological and mystical themes, the novel Dune earned author Frank Patrick Herbert wide acclaim. Set on
a desert world commonly known by its inhabitants as Dune, the planet’s formal name was Arrakis, third planet
orbiting the star Canopus. Herbert reportedly chose this name for the planet knowing it was actually the
name of mu (μ) Draconis, a 5th magnitude star in the constellation Draco. Arrakis is a transliteration of the
Arabic al-Raqis, “the Dancer.” A tip of the Astro-Quiz hat to Harry Montoro, Dave Thomas and Dan Chrisman for correctly naming the fictional planet, the actual star and the title of the novel. Have an answer to
this month’s quiz (or a future question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org!
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